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THE MANCEUVRING PO WERS 
OF STEAMSHIPS AND THEIR PRACTICAL 

APPLICATIONS. 

I N a recent number of the United Service Magazine, I 
wrote an article tracing briefly the history of man

ceuvring powers of steamships as ascertained and applied, 
or as assumed and applied, or as omitted in application, 
to the purposes of war and navigation. It was chiefly 
addressed to the Navy as my apology for certain pub
lished views on the causes of the loss of the Victoria, 
but it is suggested that a resume with diagrams would 
interest the readers of NATURE. 
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Quite in the early days of steamers it was noticed that 
when they turned under the influence of their helms, 
they took a wider and more regular sweep than 
seamen were accustomed to notice in sailing-ships. 
There was a limit to their powers; for when a steamer 
had put her helm" hard over," she had done all she could 
to turn" sharp," and if the turn was not sharp enough to 
avoid collision, for instance, it inevitably took place 
unless she could check her impetus in time by reversing 
her engines. 

When steamers began to multiply-I speak of a date 
before 1854-collisions with them began to multiply also, 
and it was necessary to devise" rules of the road" for 
their prevention, such as sailing vessels had for genera
tions possessed amongst themselves. Admiral Beechey, to 
whom the matter was confided, could not escape from 
his knowledge of the sweep that steam.ers made in turning, 
but it did not occur to him to make any investigations 
into its nature. He assumed it. Having done so, it did 
not occur to him that the application of his assumption 
could only be made by diagram to scale. He therefore 
based a proposed law on the assumption that the first 
90° of a ship's path was a circular are, but he did not 
specify what its radius might be in terms of the ship's 
length. I reproduce in Fig. 1 the fundamental diagram 
of the great "law of port helm" which was set out in 
Clause 296 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, and 
was finally condemned by Parliament in August, 1860. 
The fact was that no steamer ever did, or could, turn on 
the path represented, and that the law could not have 
been drawn had the Admiral been aware of the real path, 
and had he applied it by means of diagrams drawn to 
scale. 

When the single screw began to supersede the paddle, 
the characteristics of the turn remained, but constructive 
difficulties increased the sweep in warships. The late 
Admiral Sir Cooper Key, being in charge of the Steam 
Reserve at Devonport, carried out investigations
very incomplete in those days-which culminated, 
in r863, in a series of experiments with a gunboat, 
directed to ascertain the relations between helm-angle, 
area of rudder, and the length and duration in time, of 
the path described in turning completely round. It was 
still assumed that the path was circular from first to last, 
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and the results as to helm-angle are shown in Fig_ 
2. The" diameter" of an assumed "turning circle" was 
the comparative space-measurement employed. The 
result of the experiments was the introduction of the 
"balanced rudder" into the Navy. 

Our first ironclad, the TVarrior, had been more than a 
year at sea when these experiments were made. She 
was 380 feet long, much longer than any other man-of
war, except her sister, the Black Prince, and the time she 
took to turn round, as well as the space she evidently 
covered, were tremendous. Still assuming that every 
part of her path in turning was circular, means were 
devised to measure its "diameter," which was found to 
be six times her length, or 760 yards; while, at 12 knots, 
it took her 7m. 46s. to turn completely round. Every
one was much impressed, but the smallness of the helm
angle-22°, due to want of power to move the rudder over 
-was much less noticed than the length of the ship; and 
the fact bore remarkable fruit. 

Great changes of thought on the subject of 
occurred both at home and abroad. Everywhere the idea 
of the circular arc was accepted; no means had been in
vented for discovering the form of the path, and it was 
not sufficiently plain that only the first 180° of the turn 
was of any importance, and that knowledge of the nature 
of the path for the first 90° was the most important of all. 
Abroad, the idea of the circular arc was made the sub
structure of vast and embracing theories. Admiral 
Boutakov, of the Russian Navy, based a complete system 
of tactics on the diagram reproduced in Fig. 3, which he 
called" tangential arcs." It maybe seen that the path from 
s to S' does really embrace the whole question of helm
mallceuvres. But no ship beginning to turn at N, and 
turning back again, could ever, by any possibility, reach 
w, or s'. The assumptions were entirely apart from the 
facts. At home, we contented ourselves with ordering 
that the time any warship took to turn half-round, and 

A B = 534 feet 18' of helm. I AD = 238 feet 40' of helm. 
A C = 318 feet 30' of helm. A E = 216 feet 45' of helm. 

NOTE.-The ship is drawn on twice the scale of the rest of the 

FIG. 2.-Scale, inch = . rco feet. 

completely round, at named speeds, should be recorded, 
and that the "diameter" of her "turning circle," 
measured in any way that seemed suitable, should at the 
same time be ascertained. No advance in the matter 
could be arrived at by any single experiment of this kind, 
but I found in later years that. a great fund of knowledge 
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lay buried, which could be dug up when numbers of the 
experiments were compared. 

Meantime the condemnation of Admiral Beechey's law 
by Parliament had put those concerned on devising a 
substitute. Discussions over the subject went on from 
August, 1860, to January, 1862, but there is nowhere any 
sign that the manceuvring powers of the ships to be dealt 
with ever came into view at all. A single diagram sur
vives, which is reproduced in Fig. 4. It is obviously not 
to scale, but was intended to show that a movement pro
posed to be prescribed for one of the ships would be a 
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dangerous one. It was not noticed that if scale were 
applied to the diagram, it would show that no possible 
movement on the part of either ship could avoid the 
inevitable collision. 

The of the Road of 1862 have been continually 
mochfied since; and by S0me appeal to experiment as 
applied to diagram, the British delegates at the Washing
ton Conference in 1889 were able to carry material 
amendments. But the fallacy of the original basis has 
been perhaps most forcibly brought out by Mr. John 

FIG. 4. 

Glover before the Statistical Society in 1892. He showed 
that while in the decade 1880-90, all other wrecks about 
the coast of England have been reduced from 705 to 353 
annually, the wrecks by collision have increased from 69 
to 72 annually. 

The Rules of the Road-not yet superseded by those 
of the Washington Conference-were once very carefully 
attacked by means of experiment and diagram to scale. 
The answer, made by the highest authority at the time, 
was based on the diagram reproduced in Fig. 5. The 
jI@int was, what action No. I, when steering at different 
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angles across No. 2'S path, ought to take to avoid her 
The diagram is again clearly not to scale; but if scale be 
applied, it is seen that No.1 is always so placed that no 
steps taken by her could possibly avoid collision. 

In 1865 I had the honour to be entrusted by the Ad
miralty with the task of designing a system of manceuvring 
iron-clad steam fleets to supersede that under which 
Nelson had fought his battles, and which still remained 
intact. I was enabled, by the kindness of the Admiral 
commanding the Channel Fleet, to carry out a series of 
experiments, incomplete no doubt, but sufficient for my 
immediate purpose. The reduction of these experiments 
to scale diagrams became the basis of a system of 
manceuvring which has scarcely been modified, though 
it has been added to, down to the present day. The 
flaw in it undoubtedly was the enforced assumption of 
the circular arc, by the want of better methods of mea
surement, and the fact that Boutakov's diagram repre
sented general belief. 

The failure to duly connect helm-angle with the turn
ing powers of the Wanior now began to bear its fruit 
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in a new direction. The present Sir Edward Reed, 
K.C.B., became Chief Constructor of the Navy in 1863. 
He was greatly impressed, as everyone then was, with 
the necessity of good manceuvring powers in men-of-war. 
He connected bad manceuvring powers, as everyone 
else then did, with length, and he was not impressed 
more than anyone else was, with the desirability of 
systematic experiment to ascertain what manceuvring 
powers really were, and what share different elements 
had in influencing them. He proceeded, with universal 
commendation, to reconstruct the Navy on the thesis 
that a short ship was necessarily a better manceuvrer than 
a long ship. His Bellerophon, only 300 feet long, was 
laid down in 1864, and his Hercules-still regarded by 
the whole Navy with affection-only 325 feet long, was 
laid down in 1866. Sir Edward was justly proud of the 
manceuvring powers of the Bellerophon, whose "dia
meter" was only 401 yards, as compared with the 
Warrior's 760. It was not sufficiently noted that the 
smaller space was due in greater proportion to the 
increase of helm-angle, by means of Captain Key's 
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balanced rudder, from 22° in the Warrior to 37° in the 
BellerojJhon, than from the decrease in length from 380 
to 300 feet. But it was really for want of experiment 
and diagram reduced to scale, that the error was com
mitted of exaggerating the element of length. As a fact 
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No. I.-Both engines ahead. }35 Revs. 340 Helm. 
No. 2.-Starboardenginestopped.· April 20, 1881. 
No. 3.-Starboard engine reversed .. Dft. of water, 22'S F. 26'7TA • . 

(Wind nearly ahead at start; light). 

FIG. 6.-To show effect of Twin Screws. Scale, ! inch = 100 feet. 

is but one out of many. Edinburgh, for 
mstance, whIch IS 325 feet long, reqUIres a "diameter" 
93 yards longer than the Minotaur, which is 400 feet 
long. 

J 

FIG. 7.-Scale, !: inch = lob feet. 

The twin-screw began to make its appearance in the 
early days of Sir E. Reed's control of our shipbuilding, 
and he pushed it forward vigorously. Several twin-screw 
battleships were launched, and others laid down before he 
left office in 1870. At the same time steam power was 
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beginning to be applied to the rudders, so that any helm
angle provided for, could be obtained at any speed. These 
changes in the elements of manceuvring powers demanded 
especial study; and, most of all, some more complete and 
accurate method of measurement. Anticipating, I here 
show, in Fig. 6, what these developments came to in the 
case of H.M.S. Thunderer, and how little modification 
the twin-screw can make in the early part of the turn. 

The invention ofa satisfactory method of measurement 
is due to Mr. Philip Watts, late of the Admiralty, who, in 
the year 1877, applied it to the Thunderer for purposes 
that had nothing to do with manceuvring. But the experi
ments showed how very far from circular the path really 
was, and how misleading the idea of a circular path had 
been. Collisions, unaccountable before, were now easily 
accounted for, and a terrible opportunity of bringing the 
new light to bear was offered when, in 1878, the Bywell 
Castle ran into and sank the Princess· A lice, destroying 
600 lives. The accident was wholly a question of 
manceuvring. Starting, as it was possible to start, with 
the assumption that the Princess Alice was legally wrong 
in turning to the left when approaching the Bywell 
Castle, disclosing her movement by exhibiting first 
her red and then her green light in front of the latter 
ship, the question remained as to what was safe for the 
Bywell Castle to do? She did turn to the right and sink 
her neighbour. Ought seamen to be instructed that the 
movement was a right or a wrong one as an answer to 
the signal received? The diagram which is reproduced 
in Fig. 7, was carefully prepared by putting all the facts 
into line with the best experiments, but it was found im-
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FIG. S.-Scale, ! inch == 100 feet. 

possible to bring ideas of the manceuvring powers of 
the ships, and the causes of the accident, together inte> 
the discussion. The form of the accident was common, 
and it remains common; but no teaching yet exists 
which might help seamen to avoid it. 

D 
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It was somewhat remarkable that in this same year in 
the Navy, just, it might be said, when the means of fully 
applying the experimental method to fleet manceuvring 
became available, the tide set strongly against experi
ment. The recommendations for experiment were cur
tailed, and special promptings and means for carrying out 
experiments, which had been usefully employed for four 
years, were withdrawn. The feeling grew that what had 
been done in 1865 was sufficient for all time; and those 
who were responsible for errors and shortcomings in 
1865, because of the defective means for experiment, found 
themselves met by the stubborn character of their own 
mistakes when they desired to amend them. The Navy 
became too satisfied with the work of 1865, and felt in 

o 

powers has shown less apparent vanatlOn in the move
ment of ships under given conditions; and when, with 
any given method, the observers grow skilled, the ap
parent variations of movement become less. The accuracy 
of movement of all ships at speed when turning is re
markable. The curve traced in Fig. 8 is the mean of 
three turns of 180° to the right, made by the Edinburgh, 
at an original speed of twelve knots, and with a helm
angle of 34°, reached, by means of steam steering gear, in 
I I seconds. The small circles represent the successive 
positions fixed by observation when the turn had reached 
45°,90°, 135°, and 180°. The figures on each side of the 
trace represent the total revolutions of each screw, and 
the seconds marked denote the time occupied in passing 

-- ---- -------- ---------

FIG. 9.-Sca1e, inch = 100 feet. 

everything else disposed to trust to the chances and 
judgment of the moment when manceuvring the ships 
in a fleet. What was lost by failure to pursue the 
experimental method was not seen, and when I state 
clearly that if the experimental method could have been 
persevered in and developed, we should not have lost the 
Victoria and Sir George Tryon, my views are scarcelyap
prehended by the Navy. I cannot enter upon this matter 
here, though I shall presently make a remark on it which 
will then be understood. I must conclude my paper by 
setting forth some of the results which have been obtained 
by the experimental method. 

In the first place it seems made out that every im
provement in the method of measuring manceuvring 
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over each" octant." The accuracy of the turn is apparent 
to the eye, and while the space measurements in no case 
vary more than 60 feet from the mean, the time measure
ments do not vary more than five seconds from the mean, 
and that is out of a total of 220 seconds. 

To the figure is added a trace of the EdiniJurgh's 
powers of reducing the size of her arc and her speed over 
it, by reversing both engines full speed, as simultaneously 
as possible with the movement of the helm. 

Fig. 9 traces a path which is the mean of three turns 
made by H.M.S. Dreadnouglttat 10'9 knots speed with 
32° of helm, where the apparent variations in the path 
seem to be greater. But the space variations here are 
never more than 74 feet from the mean, while the times 
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do not vary more than eight seconds from the mean out 
of a total of 176 seconds. This remarkable precision has 
been always found. I t was equally present in a steam 
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experiment, would make each ship turn towards the 
other, x turning to the right, and y turning to the left; in 
which case it would not be possible for the ships to touch 
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FIG. IOo-To show effect of Helm-angle. Scale,! inch = 100 feet. FIG. 1I.-Scale, (say) ! inch = roo yards. 

pinnace, and the one experiment made with a very light 
ship in a high wind failed to disclose any difference due 
to differing directions of the wind.' 

The traces of the Edinburgh and Dreadnought are 
brought together in order to exhibit the wide differences 
that exist in the form of the path described by different 
ships in turning. They show how imperative it is that in 
fleets, at any rate, these differences of form should be 
recognised. 

But the peculiarity of the form of the path remairisnearIy 
the same at all helm-angles, and this makes the necessary 
equalising of the paths for the purposes of fleet manreuvr
ing easier. It shows, too, the fallacy of the 1865 idea
still preserved-that there can be a single " evolutionary 
helm-angle" suitable to. equalise a large OT a small turn. 
The facts are illustrated by Fig. 10, which shows the 
effect of varied helm on H.M.S. Thunderer. 

I have now only to point out how experiment bears on 
the question of collision between ordinary ships at sea. 
The ordinary form of approach before collision is given 
in Fig. 11. The law enjoins that Y should keep steadily 
to her path, and that x should" keep out of her way." 
In order to do so, she has been for something like thirty 
years told that she must decide for herself whether to 
turn to the left or to the right. Needless to say that as 
she cannot hope to turn" sharper" than the path marked 
for her, she generally produces collision by turning to the 
left, but she is never explicitly condemned for that act. 

Ships often only discover one another when so close 
that it cannot be certain which has the power of avoid
ing collision. Fig. 12 supposes two Edinburghs meeting 
under such conditions, where it is seen that safety can 
alone lie in knowledge of the general manreuvring powers 
of ships and their application to the particular case. 
Admiral Beechey's law would have caused both these 
ships turn to the right, and would have made collision 
inevitable. The existing law-if it were acted on
would compel y to keep her course, in which case also 
collision would be inevitable. The natural law, based on 

1 I have by me many scores of experiments made with fifteen or 
sixteen ships and vessels of all sizes and classes. 
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at all. The rule would evidently a pply safely in every 
such case, unless the ships had nearly equal manceuvring 
powers, and were then so placed that their turning arcs 
coincided; two concomitant conditions almost impos
sible to exist. Needless to say that the results of 
actual collisions exactly follow the diagram. . 

It now remains to express my general belief as to the 
Vz"ctoria. The paths in turning given of the Edinbur.g-h 
and Dreadnoug ltt are those of two of the ships which 
were present on the occasion of her loss. Whether or 
not they had these traces on board I do not know. 
There is no mention of such things in the Minutes of the 
Court Martial, and the questions and answers never go 
beyond the work of 1865-74. But it is to me inconceivable 
that the mistake could have been made had such traces 
been familiar in every ship, and had the late Sir George 
Tryon been supplied with those of all his ships as a 
matter of course. 

I think that, while blame for this accident has been 
authoritatively and unauthoritatively strongly thrown on 
individuals, it is impossib Ie for anyone realising what I 
have written, to blame anyone individual. 

P. H. COLOMB. 

THE TUNICATE. 
FAR down in the depths of the ocean 

The Tunicate's active and gay; 
It hasn 't the ghost of a notion 

How cellular tissues decay. 

With a notochord all down its central part, 
It is surely a wee morsel vain ; 

For it knows it possesses a ventral hea rt, 
Not to speak of a dorsal brain. 

Then down in the depths of the ocean 
The Tunicate's lightsome and free; 

It hasn 't the ghost of a notion 
How degenerate old age can be. 

For it must be a pleasing sensation 
That, if other resources all fail, 

You can never come quite to starvation 
If you've been endowed with a tail. 

Then down in the depths of the ocean 
The Tunicate's careless and glad; 

It hasn't the ghost of a notion 
Its instincts all tend to the bad. 

Till, wearied by youthful diversion, 
It thinks it will rest on a stone. 

It becomes disinclined for exertion. 
-Ah! Tunicate, you are undone! 

Now, down in the depths of the ocean 
That Tunicate's losing his tail: 

As though he had swallowed a potion, 
His mental resources all fail. 

His brain and his nerves they degenerate, 
His notochord meets a like fate; 

You hardly can class him, at any rate 
He's no longer a true vertebrate. 

And down in the depths of the ocean 
He gets him a cellulose frock; 

And all just because of that notion 
Of taking a rest on a rock. 

And there is a moral deduction, 
Which I'd like you to cogitate often: 

Don't we all know of stones where, by suction 
We stick, till our intellects soften? ' 

R. M. 
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NOTES. 
THE Croonian lecture of the Royal Society for 1894 is to be 

delivered by S. Ram()n y Cajal, Professor of Histology and 
Pathological Anatomy in the University of Madrid. The sub
ject will be "The Minute Structure of the Nervous System," 
and the date, March I. 

ON February 16 next, Prof. E. IIaeckel celebrates his sixtieth 
birthday, and in honour of the event it is proposed to place his 
marble bust in the Zoological Institute of J ena. Friends 
and admirers of Haeckel who desire to support this object, 
should send their subscriptions to Prof. Richard Semon, Jena. 

MISS KLUMPKE, the well·known lady assistant at the Paris 
Observatory, took the degree of Doctor of l\fathematical Science 
at the Sorbonne, on December 14. The subject of her thesis 
was Saturn's rings. 

PROFS. BARNARD AND ASAPH HALL have been awarded the 
Arago Prize for Astronomy by the Paris Academy of Sciences. 

PROF. C. F. MABERY has received a grant of 300 dollars 
from the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, to enable 
him to carryon his investigations of the American sulphur 
petroleums. 

THE death is announced of Dr. J. Boehm, Professor of 
Botany in Vienna University, of Dr. D. A. Brauns, Extra· 
ordinary Professor of Geology in Halle University, and of Dr. 
P. A. Spiro, Professor of Physiology in the University of 
Odessa. 

IT appears from the will of the late Sir Andrew Clarke that 
he has bequeathed the sum of £ 500 to the London Hospital 
Medical College, for the foundation of a scholarship. 

AT a special general meeting of the Royal Institution of 
Great Britain, held on Friday last, the following resolution was 
unanimously adopted :-" That the members of the Royal In· 
stitution of Great Britain, in special general meeting assembled, 
hereby record their deep regret at the death of Dr. John Tyndall, 
D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., who was forforty years connected with 
the institution as lecturer, professor, and honorary professor of 
natural philosophy, and who by his brilliant abilities and 
laborioUs researches nobly promoted the objects of the institu· 
tion and conspicuously enhanced its reputation, while at the 
same time he extended scientific truth, and rendered many new 
additions to natural knowledge practically available for the 
service of mankind; and that the members of the Royal Insti· 
tution further desire to convey to Mrs. Tyndall an expression of 
their sincere sympathy and condolence with her in the bereave· 
ment she has sustained in the loss of her gifted and distinguished 
husband. " 

WE learn from the Victorian Naturalist that Baron von 
Mueller has withdrawn from the directorship of the International 
Academy for Botanic Geography of Le Mans. 

AFTER remaining dormant throughout historic time the vol
cano EI Calbuco in the Andes (Lat. 41 ° 21' S. Long. 72° 38' W.) 
has renewed its activity. Mr. A. E. N ogues described the 
eruption in a communication to the Paris Academy, on Decem
ber II. Some monlhs ago, columns of vapour began to issue 
from the crater, their escape being accompanied by the usual 
subterranean noises, seismic movements, and electrical phe
nomena. This stage was followed by the ejection of scorire and 
rock fragments in such large quantities that the surrounding 
woods were burnt up, and the ground raised to a comparatively 
high temperature. At the present time the volcano is in full 
play. Lava has issued from the sides of the cone and flowed 
down to the base, forming streams of molten rock which have 
barred the way of torrents and changed the directions of rivers. 
This phase of the eruption, however, marks a decline of activity, 
and will in all probability be followed by the quiet emission of 
gaseous products. 
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